
Börzsöny  (Börzsöny Mountains) 1:40k, #5 Gödöll ıi dombság  (Hilly Country of Gödöllı) 1:50k, MTSZ
Cserhát  (Cserhát Mountains) 1:60k, #8 Mátra  (Mátra Mountains) 1:40k, #14
Bükk északi rész  (Northern part of Bükk Mountains) 1:40k, #29 Bükk déli rész  (Southern part of Bükk Mountains) 1:40k, #30
Aggteleki karszt és környéke  (Aggtelek and its environment) 1:40k, #1
Zempléni-hegység északi rész  (Northern part of Mountains of Zemplén) 1:40k, #2

Hungary: Route
Austria/Slovakia to Budapest
Follow the Danube Cycleway, detour to Gyor, round the Bend and down to Budapest. Inhale the smells of the sex capital of the world
(nose-job).

Budapest to Romania
"The Carpathians were the highlight and the Hungarian plains were very dull, so recommend heading north out of Budapest on the west bank
of the Danube then heading east at Vac across the hills. That way you minimise the dull part of Hungary."

At Vác, head for the (Borzsony) hills, then a traversal of the hill ranges, especially the Bukk National Park and the Zemplen region, via
Holloko, Eger, Szilvasvarad, Boldogkovaralja, and into North-Eastern Hungary, heading for the Romanian border (avoiding the Ukraine like
the plague).

The Blue Tour (Kék Túra)
Handily, this section (Budapest to the east border) has a well-established off-road route known as the Blue Tour [1]
(http://www.kektura.click.hu/keret.cgi?/frame002.htm) which actually starts on the west border and is part of the E4 long-distance walking
route. Waypoints of the relevant checkpoints have been mapped for GPS.

From the TT [2]
(http://thorntree.lonelyplanet.com/messagepost.cfm?postaction=reply&catid=15&threadid=1347899&messid=11805550&STARTPAGE=1&parentid=0&from=1&iCountryId=125
:

Those trails are meant for hiking, not cycling, but you should be able to cover most, maybe all, stretches on a mountain bike.
Most of the time they are about a metre (or two) wide dirt tracks and not too steep either. Often they actually follow 4WD
forestry tracks, occasionally (rarely!) even venturing out to paved roads for short distances. You might have to carry your bike,
or look for alternative routes, at a few rocky or very steep stretches - there won't be many of these. Do get the Carthographia
hiking maps for each region you're planning to pass through, they will show you lots of trails besides Kék Túra ones, too.

Checkpoints
Nagymaros, hostel of Kisinóc, Nógrád, Katalinpuszta, Felsıpetény, Becske, Cserhátsurány, Hollókı, Nagybárkány, Mátraverebély, hostel of
Ágasvár, Mátraháza, Kékestetı, Sirok, Szarvaskı, Bélapátfalva, hostel of Bánkút, Uppony, Putnok, Gömörszılıs, Jósvafı, hostel
Szalamandra-ház, Bódvaszilas, Rakacaszend, Felsıvadász, Encs, Boldogkıváralja, Mogyoróska, hunter's lodge of Eszkála, Bányi nyereg
(Col of Bányi), Vágáshuta, Füzér, Hollóháza.

Maps
Cartographia produce a book detailing the route from Budapest to Zemplén at 1:40k scale [3]
(http://www.cartographiaonline.com/shop/detail.vm?prodid=1569) - get this in Budapest. Alternatively, individual maps are as follows:

A number instead of publisher refers to the numbered Cartographia [4] (http://www.cartographiaonline.com/) map for the region
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